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Tripping on All the Faces 
The Identity Work of Native American Women Artists 
 
Native American women artists are constantly tugging at a tangle of identities, all while 
others are pulling on them just as hard. These identities—Native American, Woman, Artist—
struggle in one body to express themselves “authentically,” against and toward privacy, against 
and toward openness.  On the outside, however, others flatten the identity of Natives as stoic, 
wise warriors with elaborate headdresses. Or even flatter to long braids, tan-skin. The confluence 
of a Cheyenne Lakota cowboy father and artist mother, Cannupa Hanska Luger produced a series 
in 2013 titled and expressing just that: "Stereotype: Misconceptions of the Native American" in 
Figure 1 features boom box sculptures decked out in feathers and braids. Two imposed 
identities, or stereotypes, converge and challenge one another’s identities then in the 
performance part of the piece, the object is destroyed. Within the framework of Gloria 
Anzaldúa’s theory of the borderlands, the theory Anzaldúa calls the “mestiza consciousness” (7), 
interpreting these artists’ work becomes an insight into who they are. Though this could be said 
of white artists, male artists, all artists, the selected work of some of the most prominent Native 
women artists reveals an identity with more contradictions all tied to a culture rooted deeper than 
any U.S. culture. It’s work that’s not just a product or a part of their identity; it is a tool in 
untangling themselves and tangling the stereotypes imposed upon them.  
Any given culture has been written about in books and journals and more books, but the 
majority of those author lines happen to be the names of outsider “Western” males, who also 
happen to be white. (I am not arguing that these authors are necessarily “bad”: this is just the 
state of the historical cannon, just like the art cannon.) To tap into Native culture before 
analyzing the art birthed within it, I spoke with a Cherokee from the Dayton area, Raymond Two 
Crows Wallen. For over an hour, he shared stories, many of them centered on the Native 
reverence of nature. In one instance, he shares, “The strangest thing to most Natives is there’s a 
thing called ‘Earth Day.’ When Randy, a friend of ours, heard about this for the first time, he 
laughed and laughed and said, ‘Every day is Earth Day, don’t these people know that?’” The 
connection between Natives and nature is, as his friend says, one that is acknowledged every 
day. It is part of life, not separate. Two Crows Wallen also brings up “a song to sing the sun up 
into the sky” that Cherokees often sing to welcome others. He explains, “As to why we sing the 
sun up in the sky…not because we worship the sun: it’s because just like you, you’re unique, the 
sun helps us in all these ways. She’s our grandmother, and grandmother shines on us evenly, and 
she teaches us how to be.” In this culture, the sun is associated with the female gender, indicating 
a strong bond between nature and women. It is a bond that’s normative to this culture, a bond 
that Anzaldúa expresses in her own words and with more conflicts.  
 Anzaldúa is a Chicana / lesbian / activist / writer. As a Chicana, a Mexican-American on 
the border between Mexico and Texas, she is physically split between two places of identity. But 
as a Mestiza, an individual of mixed Native American and European descent, that identity split is 
split yet again. She rhetorically sets up her book Borderlands / La Frontera: The New Mestiza to 
structure this message of split identity by interspersing pages of theory with poetry and stories 
and vacillating from English to Spanish. In one line of poetry about this borderland, she says, 
“This is my home/this thin edge of/barbwire” (25). In these three lines, she parallels “home,” the 
constant place where one is supposed to feel safe, with a “thin,” fragile “edge,” a point of 
precarious insecurity. This paradox shows the insecurity of living so many lives, so many 
identities. She also makes sure to follow this with a parallel of her home with the land: “The land 
was Mexican once,/was Indian always/and is/ And   will be again” (25). The first line break in 
this excerpt divides the Mexican and Indian identity of the land; the second two divide the land’s 
history into what it “always” was, “and is,” “and will be again,” showing the desire to preserve 
the Native identity over time despite it being taken from them. This desire to return the Native 
identity to the land emphasizes the importance of the land to the culture. When the Native 
American spirituality grows from the land and that land is home, what does it mean for the 
Native psyche when that home is a “thin edge of barbwire”? How can Native artists sort through 
what it means to express themselves when their land—one of their identities—was once stolen 
from them? 
 Jaune Quick-to-See Smith is one such abstract artist who deals with expression on the 
“borderland,” prominently during the Native American Movement in the ’70s and ’80s. In the 
first sentence of her preface to other Native women’s work in “Women of Sweetgrass, Cedar, 
and Sage," she states, “Art and the process of art making are so closely intertwined in Indian life 
that in the past, there was no word for ‘art’ in any tribal language” (35). Before presenting any 
more information or artwork, she makes sure to emphasize the synthesis of art and life. She then 
directly connects the land to the Native female body. And the Native female self: “Indian women 
embody themselves in their landscapes” (35). The Native self is manifested in the land because 
that’s what spiritually ties the self to the earth and the sun and the skies, not just the body. 
However, Quick-to-See Smith continues to explain there is “no perspective, no horizon line” 
(35) in these landscapes.  So what does this mean? Does it mean the Native woman is out of 
touch with herself? Or does it mean that they exist in the “borderland,” where art and identity are 
one?  
Quick-to-See Smith elaborates on this ambiguity: “Abstraction is another area that 
belongs distinctly to Native American women artists. Indian men tend to work in a more 
figurative mode and the women work in a more nonliteral way” (37). Here, she constrains 
abstract art only to female Native American artists, suggesting a lack of body identity that she 
says male artists seem to have. Although this could be perceived as negative, this abstraction 
potentially can function as an outlet for these women to express their individual histories, and the 
history of their culture. Quick-to-See-Smith further testifies, “the [creative] process is as 
important if not more important than the final product, and this is true of all the artists in the 
exhibit” (36). If this process of expression of identity is more important than the end result, it 
suggests that art is a tool in the process, rather than the product.  
 Some of Quick-to-See Smith’s work serves as windows to her own process.  In Figure 2, 
“Tree,” what looks like overlapping bodies are stacked in the form of a mound, which is 
discernably a tree based on the title. On the top half of the landscape, which appears to be the 
sky, she smears red. That red is also smeared throughout the bark of the tree, and thus the bodies. 
The strokes are broad and the bodies are not clear figures, but rather blurred into the nature.   
 This expression of art could only occur in the appropriate historical and cultural context, 
however. As Shawnee artist Ruth Blalock Jones explains, the Civil Rights Movement “renewed 
pride,” “daring [them] to show their heritage” (Eldridge 79). This stage paradoxically was 
shaped by what Blalock Jones refers to as “the boarding school period,” “when a traditional 
appearance was outlawed. And some of the traditions were actually illegal” (Eldridge 77). In the 
’60s, while the Civil Rights Movement was bursting through the surface of the American 
consciousness, the Native American Movement began boiling underground. The openness of 
black pride, in the forms of Black Power and Black Panther groups, for example, were models 
for Native groups. Still growing accustomed to the exhibition of their culture and its secrecy, two 
strategies of “privacy and openness” (Eldridge 79) clashed—externally in various tribes and 
internally within the minds of Natives.  
Regarding her own work, Blalock Jones’ says, “I guess I’m trying to counter act the 
Hollywood image of Indians with every hair in place, and buckskins and war bonnets. I’m trying 
to show what is in place of that” (Eldridge 79). This attempt manifests in Figure 3, Shawnee 
Playing Dice,” a painting depicting a family of Natives in jeans, sweat pants, and T-shirts 
playing dice together on a quilt, a domestic symbol. Not only is this symbol domestic, it is also, 
by definition, a blanket created by the patching of pieces together. Perhaps Blalock Jones didn’t 
intend for the quilt to extend to this scope of metaphor, but it signifies a resolution of different 
pieces. It’s also a typical American 1970s family domestic scene, a contrast to the image of 
Natives on reservations. Although Natives do live on reservations, a significant portion of that 
land has been reduced and ‘returned’ to the government. Native American populations in cities 
are actually increasing. By showing this normal Native scene, Blalock Jones is showing 
something contrary to the Native stereotype, while still emphasizing the family—a fundamental 
Native value, as Two Crows Wallens illustrated. 
 In the 2015 “The Plains Indians” exhibition at the Met, I experienced firsthand the art of 
Jamie Okuma. Her medium is fashion, specifically powwow fashion—modernized. As The New 
York Times’ Holland Cotter states in her review, “Clothing remains the great statement-maker 
and storyteller it has always been.” And Okuma’s story started with creating her own regalia for 
powwows on her reservation. As a modern artist in fashion, Okuma has yet another identity 
layering her work. What it means to be a Native woman artist working with traditional Native 
fashion in a contemporary fashion scene. Working with beads and clothing, a medium directly 
tied to femininity, also links her to movements of female expression like the craft movement. In 
this way, she more explicitly and normatively expresses her gender identity as it has been 
historically portrayed. Yet, this type of expression can be empowering because it grants a power 
to the femininity that was once considered lesser than the canonized art, the art still dominating 
museums. She also works with miniature dolls, the playthings typically associated with young 
girls, as shown in Figure 3, from the Native fashion website Beyond Buckskin. This pushes that 
femininity even further and presents this work as art with value, legitimizing femininity—and 
more revolutionary, girlhood. Although her artwork exists in a modern American world, it is tied 
to her past Native identity and female identity.  It isn’t like the image of the stoic grandmother; it 
is modern, colorful, girly, but still distinctly Native in its use of pow wow fashion. The pow wow 
is also about the process, the process of dressing up and dancing to celebrate the Native culture. 
This “renewed pride” and “daring to show their heritage” (81) is what Blalock Jones experienced 
and depicted in her own work in the ’60s, evidence of perseverance of cultural identity across 
generations.  
Many minority groups beyond Native American women live in the borderlands today. 
Although the art of the borderlands can expresses the pain and conflict of its denizens, it also 
often expresses the beauty of intersecting influences, cultures, and identities. Art and identity 
aren’t always separate, evident through the selected work Native American women have painted, 
sculpted, and scratched. While the world continues to perpetuate violence and hate and injustice 
at an institutional and individual level, real people are trying to not just survive but live. While 
the systems—legal, political, economic, religious, social—slowly move through the process of 
change for those in the borderlands, maybe art is the tool to help us live in the mess through 
which some of us were born to struggle. Maybe art is a way to show that beauty exists not 
because of that struggle but because we can live through that struggle and reclaim identities that 
have been taken from us. 
 
 
Figure 1, Cannupa Hanska  
“Stereotype: The Luger,” 2013 
Mixed media, found objects, performance 
California 
 
 
	
	
Figure 2, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith 
“Tree,” 1986 
Paint 
Montana 
 
 
 
Figure 3, Ruthe Blalock Jones 
“Shawnee Playing Dice,” 1977 
Paint 
San Diego, California 
	
 
Figure 4, Jamie Okuma 
“Untitled,” 2012 
Mixed media, sculpture, feathers, paint 
San Diego, California 
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